In eukaryotes a cell-cycle control termed a checkpoint causes arrest in the S or G2 phases when chromosomes are incompletely replicated or damaged. Previously, we showed in budding yeast that RAD9 and RAD17 are checkpoint genes required for arrest in the G2 phase after DNA damage. Here, we describe a genetic strategy that identified four additional checkpoint genes that act in two pathways. Both classes of genes are required for arrest in the G2 phase after DNA damage, and one class of genes is also required for arrest in S phase when DNA replication is incomplete. The Gz-specific genes include MEC3 (for mitosis entry checkpoint), RAD9, RAD17, and RAD24. The genes common to both S phase and G2 phase pathways are MECl and MEC2. The MEC2 gene proves to be identical to the RAD53 gene. Checkpoint mutants were identified by their interactions with a temperature-sensitive allele of the cell division cycle gene CDC13-, cdcl3 mutants arrested in G2 and survived at the restrictive temperature, whereas all cdcl3 checkpoint double mutants failed to arrest in G2 and died rapidly at the restrictive temperature. The cell-cycle roles of the RAD and MEC genes were examined by combination of rad and mec mutant alleles with 10 cdc mutant alleles that arrest in different stages of the cell cycle at the restrictive temperature and by the response of rad and mec mutant alleles to DNA damaging agents and to hydroxyurea, a drug that inhibits DNA replication. We conclude that the checkpoint in budding yeast consists of overlapping S-phase and G2-phase pathways that respond to incomplete DNA replication and/or DNA damage and cause arrest of cells before mitosis.
The eukaryotic mitotic cell cycle proceeds by a series of events essentially invariant in their order; DNA replica tion is completed before mitosis, chromosome conden sation before chromosome segregation, and mitosis be fore cell abscission (for review, see Hartwell and Weinert 1989; Murray 1993 ). The order is maintained by mecha nisms that ensure the dependence of events, where late events require the completion of early events. A check point is one type of mechanism that ensures the depen dence of events, and studies from a variety of organisms demonstrate that a checkpoint ensures the dependence of mitosis on DNA replication (for review, see Hartwell and Weinert 1989; Murray 1993) . Checkpoints appear to govern the dependence of other cell-cycle events as well [e.g., initiation of DNA replication (Kastan et al. 1991; Kuerbitz et al. 1992) ; chromosome segregation (Hoyt et al. 1991; Li and Murray 1991) ], though some dependen cies may be governed by controls other than check points.
The mitotic checkpoint addressed here provides a cell the time to complete DNA replication and repair DNA ^Conesponding author. damage before mitosis. This function has two related consequences for the cell. First, the checkpoint ensures that cells maintain genome integrity (e.g., remain euploid) despite the low but continuous levels of DNA damage that occur in normal cell division. Second, the checkpoint allows cells to withstand episodic DNA damage or delays in DNA replication These two conse quences of checkpoint function are inferred from genetic studies of yeast mutants; the checkpoint null mutant Tad9A is viable but mutant cells do lose chromosomes spontaneously when unperturbed (without radiation) at a higher rate than do wild-type cells, and Tad9A cells are sensitive to radiation (Weinert and Hartwell 1990) .
Other cell-cycle checkpoints apparently play similar but more complex roles than that of the RAD9 gene. Yeast cells defective for the checkpoint gene MAD2 are unresponsive to a defect in microtubule structure or function: inad2 mutant cells with disrupted microtu bules continue the cell cycle and die, whereas wild-type cells arrest and remain viable (Li and Murray 1991) . MAD2 plays a role in genomic stability because niad2 mutants (in unperturbed cells) lose chromosomes at a higher rate than wild-type cells. MAD2 is an essential gene; therefore, the checkpoint is either essential for normal cell division or it is nonessential and MAD2 has a second essential cellular function. [Recent studies show that Mad2p can act as a prenyltransferase that ef fects protein trafficking (Jiang et al. 1993; )] The p53 gene in mammalian cells also acts in a cell-cycle checkpoint early in cell division (Kastan et al. 1991; Kuerbitz et al. 1992) . Like RAD9, the p53 gene is not essential for cell viability (Donehower et al. 1992 ) but does provide for genomic stability because p53 mutants suffer gene amplification and chromosome loss (Living ston et al. 1992; Yin et al. 1992) . p53 mutant cells, how ever, are not radiation sensitive (Lee and Bernstein 1993; Slichenmeyer et al. 1993) , perhaps because they do have an intact G2 checkpoint and can still complete DNA repair before mitosis.
Studies of the p53 gene also reveal a relationship among cell-cycle checkpoints, genomic stability, and cancer (see Hartwell 1992; Weinert and Lydall 1993) . The p53 gene is found mutated in most types of human cancers. Cancer may arise more rapidly in p53 mutant cells than in wild-type cells because the checkpoint de fect in mutant cells results in genomic instability and accumulation of mutations that contribute to abnormal growth.
We began dissecting the mitotic checkpoint that or ders DNA replication and mitosis in the budding yeast Saccharomyces ceievisiae. By examining available radi ation-sensitive mutants, we showed that the RAD9 and RADl 7 genes are essential for cell-cycle arrest in the G2 phase after DNA damage (Weinert and Hartwell 1988 , 1990 Hartwell and Weinert 1989) . The roles of the RAD9 and RAD17 genes were evaluated by comparing the cell-cycle responses of mutant and wild-type cells to radiation and to a drug that inhibits DNA replication (hydroxyurea); rad9 and radlJ mutants failed to arrest after irradiation (X-or UV-), but did arrest when treated with hydroxyurea. In addition the RAD9 and RADII genes also showed a striking genetic interaction with a class of CDC genes that encode structural genes for DNA replication enzymes, including DNA ligase [CDC9; Johnston and Nasmyth 1978) ; DNA polymerase a [CDC2; Sitney et al. 1989) , DNA polymerase 7 (CDC17; Johnson et al. 1985; Carson 1987) , and CDC13 [whose function in DNA replication is inferred from ge netic analysis (Hartwell and Smith 1985) ]. For example, DNA ligase mutants {cdc9] arrested in the G2 phase (de termined by flow cytometry) and remained viable after shift to the restrictive temperature, whereas cdc9 rad9 and cdc9 ladl 7 double mutants failed to cell-cycle arrest and lost cell viability more rapidly. The inactivation of the cdc mutant gene product apparently leads to DNA lesions that trigger arrest at the checkpoint. Cell death is probably attributable in part to cell division with unre paired DNA breaks, although additional causes of death may include defects in DNA repair and/or defects in direct gene product interactions (e.g., defective interac tion between the mutant DNA ligase and the mutant checkpoint gene protein). Failure to arrest in the G2 phase after radiation and after inactivation of DNA rep lication enzymes argues that the checkpoint genes are essential for arrest in the G2 phase after DNA damage.
[We cannot distinguish whether the four mutants cdc2, cdc9, cdclS, and cdcl 7 arrest in the late S phase or in the G2 phase after shift to the restrictive temperature. Flow cytometry used to measure DNA content is not sensitive enough to distinguish the two possibilities. For simplic ity, we will refer to arrest in the G2 phase in these cdc mutants but acknowledge the ambiguity (for further dis cussion, see Weinert and Hartwell 1993) ].
The striking interaction of RAD9 and RAD17 with CDC genes suggested the genetic strategy used here to identify additional checkpoint genes. We have used the observation that after shift to the restrictive tempera ture, cdcl3 mutant cells arrest and remain viable, whereas cdcl 3-checkpoint double mutants fail to ar rest and die more rapidly. We identify alleles in four checkpoint genes, MECl, MEC2 {RAD53), MEC3, and RAD9, and also describe studies on a sixth checkpoint gene, RAD24, found by screening RAD mutants. Our studies show that all four genes are essential for arrest in the G2 phase after DNA damage and that two of these genes have an additional role in arrest in early S phase when DNA replication is blocked. The mitotic check point has discrete S-phase and G2-phase pathways.
Results

Identification of four additional checkpoint genes
We devised a genetic screen for checkpoint mutants based on the observation that cdcl 3-checkpoint double mutants failed to arrest in the G2 phase and died rapidly after shift to the restrictive temperature ( Fig. 1) (Weinert and Hartwell 1993) . cdcl3 mutants are defective for the metabolism of telomere-associated DNA; they accumu late single-stranded DNA in regions near the ends of chromosomes at the restrictive temperature (B. Garvik and L.H. Hartwell, pers. comm.) . We inferred that these DNA lesions cause arrest at the checkpoint and that the low cell viability of cdci3-checkpoint double mutant cells may be attributable to cell division with unrepaired DNA lesions (though other explanations are possiblediscussed below). cdcl3 mutants were chosen for the genetic screen, instead of other cdc mutants (e.g., cdc9) DNA ligase), because cdci3-checkpoint double mutants have the most dramatic arrest-defect phenotype (Fig.  1A,B ) (see Hartwell and Weinert 1989; Weinert and Hart well 1993) .
We mutagenized cdcl3 cells (strain TWY146, see Ta ble 1) and first screened for strains that died rapidly (the rapid death phenotype) and then identified mutants that failed to cell-cycle arrest after shift to the restrictive temperature (the cdcl3 arrest-defect phenotype; see Ma terials and methods). Of -12,000 ethylmethane sul fonate (EMS)-mutagenized cells screened, -500 strains died more rapidly than a cdcl3 strain and 21 of these strains also failed to cell-cycle arrest after shift to the restrictive temperature. Percent Viable 2 4 Time at 36" (hours) Figure 1 . cdcl3 cells arrest in the first cell cycle and retain cell viability, whereas cdcl3 iad9 cells fail to arrest and lose viabil ity more rapidly. cdcl3 [A] and cdclS iad9 [B] cells grown at the permissive temperature were placed on agar plates and shifted to the restrictive temperature of 36°C for 10 hr. Each microcolony arose from a single cell. Cells were photographed at the same magnification. (C) cdcl3 and cdcl3 iad9 cells grown at the permissive temperature were shifted to the restrictive temper ature of 36°C in liquid culture, at various times cells were plated at the permissive temperature (23°C), and cell viability was de termined by colony formation after incubation for 2-3 days. The average of duplicate cultures is shown. sensitivity to hydroxyurea (HU sensitivity) and fail to complement each other for HU sensitivity, and meiotic analysis shoves that the mutations are tightly linked (Ta ble 3). MEC3 maps physically to CHRIV and is neither RAD55 nor RAD9, but w^e have not yet identified its chromosomal location (see Materials and methods).
Checkpoint mutants are sensitive to DNA-damaging agents and fail to cell-cycle arrest after X-irradiation
We tested the newly isolated checkpoint mutant alleles for their responses to DNA-damaging agents and found that at least some alleles of each checkpoint gene vyrere methylmethane sulfonate (MMS)-, UV-, and X-ray sen sitive (Table 2 ; data not shown). Some alleles of mecl and mec2 showed a complex spectrum of phenotypes (see Discussion).
On the basis of their radiation and drug sensitivities, the strongest alleles from each complementation group, mecl-1, mec2-l, and mec3-l, were selected for further studies. We also tested the strongest alleles for each gene for cell-cycle arrest after X-irradiation and foimd that each failed to arrest in the G2 phase after DNA damage (Table 4) .
The strongest allele for each checkpoint gene appears to be a nonconditional mutant for checkpoint function. Although the cdci 3-arrest defect phenotype was neces sarily determined at 36°C, we found that the same mu tants tested at 23°C were arrest-defective after X-irradi ation and were DNA damage sensitive (X-ray, UV, and MMS). Whether alleles other than mecl-1, mec2-l, and mec3-l are temperature sensitive for function has not been examined, mecl-1, mec3-l, and rad24-l all grow well at 23°C and at 36°C (in CDC^ strains), and mec2-l grows well at lower temperatures but not at 36°C (see Table 5 ).
Genetic characterization and mapping of checkpoint mutants
In each mutant analyzed the cdcl3 arrest-defect and rapid death phenotypes cosegregated and were attributed to single mutations (see Materials and methods). All 21 mutants were recessive to wild type and formed four complementation groups, with multiple alleles of mecl, mec2, and rad9 and a single allele of mec3 (Table 2) . In a separate screen of radiation-sensitive mutants, we found that rad24-l is also a checkpoint mutant and included it in further analyses. In our genetic screen we did not iden tify any alleles of the checkpoint mutant radl 7 or that of rad24. We have now screened rad6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 17, 18, 24, 52, 53 (identical to mec2] , and rad54 (this study, Weinert and Hartwell 1988; unpubl) . mecl identifies a previously undescribed gene and maps to the long arm of CHRII between lys2 and cdc28 ( Table 3 ). The genetic mapping was confirmed by results of DNA sequence analysis; MECl is immediately adja cent to but distinct from CKSl, which was mapped to the same chromosomal region (Hadwiger et al. 1989; un publ.) . mec2 maps to CHRXV and proved to be allelic with rad53-l) both mec2-l and rad53-l alleles confer
Interaction of checkpoint and CDC genes
The roles of the checkpoint genes were examined by in teractions with CDC genes that act at specific stages of cell division. We introduced each checkpoint mutation into cdc mutants that arrest after shift to the restrictive temperature in either the Gj phase [cdc28); in G^-S [cdc7]; in S phase [cdc8 and cdcl7 at 38°C); in G2 phase [cdc2, cdc9, cdcl7 at 34°C, and cdcl3); in G2-M phase [cdclS] ; or in postanaphase (cdcl5]. We classify the ar rest of cdclS mutants as in G2-M although we have no formal proof that the arrest point is distinct from the class of cdc mutants that arrests in the G2 phase. The cdcl6 mutant is distinctive in that it does not generate DNA damage at the restrictive temperature as does the other class of cdc mutants that arrest in G2 (for discus sion, see Weinert and Hartwell 1993) . cdc6 mutants were also analyzed and arrest apparently early in nuclear di vision (see Discussion). The stages of arrest are based on previous observations, including genetic, morphological, and flow cytometric analyses (see Pringle and Hartwell 1981; Carson 1986; Weinert and Hartwell 1993) . The in teractions of CDC and checkpoint genes were assessed by comparing the cdc single mutants with the corre- MATa rad53-l ade2-l adel arg4-17 lysl-1 his5-2
Strains were generated in this study, except for the following: ^Weinert and Hartwell (1990) . ^Hartwell and Weinert (1989) . ^KSS255 from K. Sitney and gl51-12a from the Berkeley Stock Center are not congenic with A364a. 
Strains were derived from TWY146 MATa cdcl3 uia3 hisl, except for the iad24 mutant (TWY435) (see Table 1 ). Genes and alleles were assigned by complementation and allelism tests (see Materials and methods). ''The cdcl3-arrest phenotype measures arrest in Gj after DNA damage. Cells were grown to midlog in liquid culture at the permissive temperature, plated on agar plates, and shifted to the restrictive temperature of 36°C. After 10-16 hr, plates were ex amined microscopically. Strains that had an intact checkpoint produced microcolonies that primarily contained either two or four buds, and produced strains with a defective checkpoint, mostly microcolonies that contained five buds or more.
•^Sensitivity to MMS, HU, and X-rays was determined by com paring patches of cells replicated onto selective medium (0.01% MMS, 0.1 M HU), or complete medium (without drug), or after x-irradiation. Alternatively, we determined the ability of single cells to form visible colonies when streaked on plates contain ing selective medium. mec3 and iad24 were consistently more HU sensitive than Tad9 mutants but less sensitive than mecl and mec2 mutants, mecl-1, mec2-l, and mec3-l are each UVsensitive (data not shown), as is iad24 (Eckardt-Schupp et al. 1987) . 4.8 cM 22.5 cM 2. mec2-l and rad53-l are allelic ^To map mecl, diploids were analyzed that were either cdc28 mecl +/+ + lys2 01 cdc28 mecl +/+ +::URA3lys2 (contains a partial duplication of the MECl gene with the URA3 gene integrated at the MECl locus; T. Weinert, unpubl.) To map mec2-l, a diploid formed from mec2-l and rad53-l haploid par ents was analyzed. sponding cdc-checkpoint double mutants for four phe notypes, including arrest morphology, first cycle arrest, cell viability, and maximum permissive temperature for colony formation (see Materials and methods). This strategy was used previously to characterize rad9 and radl 7 mutants.
All six checkpoint genes are required for arrest of cdc mutants in the G2 phase with DNA damage
One class of cdc mutants arrests in the G2 phase after shift to the restrictive temperature and encodes gene products that are involved in DNA metabolism [cdc9, DNA ligase; cdc2, DNA polymerse y-, cdcl7 at 34°C, DNA polymerase a; and cdcl3, function unknown; see introductory section). Each of the corresponding cdccheckpoint double mutants showed some defect in cellcycle arrest (although for some mutants the arrest defect is relatively small), and all double mutants died more rapidly at the restrictive temperature compared with the cdc single mutants (Table 5) . Each cdc-checkpoint dou ble mutant also showed an altered maximum permissive temperature compared with the cdc strain. For cdc2, cdcl 7, and cdc9 the maximum permissive temperature was lower in the cdc-checkpoint double mutant; mu tant cells grovioi at intermediate temperatures are lim ited for the function of these DNA replication enzymes and likely require a delay at the checkpoint to complete replication before mitosis and to remain viable. The maximum permissive temperature is higher in the cdc:/3-checkpoint double mutants, though most cells formed at the higher temperature were inviable (for dis cussion, see Weinert and Hartwell 1993) . The pheno types for this DNA replication-defective class of cdc^ checkpoint double mutants are similar to those of the corresponding cdc rad9 and cdc radl7 double mutants.
The results indicate that all six checkpoint genes are required for arrest in the G2 phase after DNA damage resulting from defects in DNA replication enzymes.
Though we consistently observed a qualitative corre lation between the increased cell death and a defect in cell-cycle arrest, we do not always see a quantitative correlation between the extent of cell death and of the defect in cell-cycle arrest (see Table 5 ; e.g., cf. cdcl3 mecl and cdcl3 mec2; or cdc9 mecl and cdc9 rad24]. This suggests that the cause of cell death may not be attributable solely to a defect in cell cycle arrest. Some cell death may be due instead to defects in DNA repair or to defects in gene product interactions between the checkpoint and DNA replication proteins.
MECl and MEC2 are also essential for arrest in S phase
Three results indicate that mecl and mec2 mutants have a defect in S-phase arrest when DNA replication is blocked. First, cdc8 mecl and cdc8 mec2 double mu tants were synthetically lethal; after sporulation of ap propriate diploids we were unable to recover any viable double mutants (from cdc8/+ mecl/+ or cdc8/+ mec2/ + diploids, analyzing 22 and 25 tetrads with 66% and 70% spore viability, respectively). We infer that the double mutants were formed during meiosis but were inviable because we did recover the three other expected genotypes {cdc8, mecl, and CDC^ MEC^) at frequen cies expected for unlinked genes {cdc8, mecl, and mec2 are on CHRX, CHRII, and CHR XV, respectively). Be cause the double mutants were apparently inviable un der conditions where both single mutants are viable, cdc8 mecl and cdc8 mec2 mutants are synthetically le thal. cdc8 mutants at 23°C are partially defective for DNA replication (see Weinert and Hartwell 1993 and references therein), so cdc8 spores germinated at 23°C might be expected to experience an S-phase delay and therefore require MECl and MEC2 for that delay and for cell viability.
Second, cdcl 7 mecl mutants died more rapidly than did cdcl 7 MEC^ mutants at the high temperature (38°C) that causes cdcl7 single mutants to arrest in S phase (Table 5 ). The cdcl7 mecl mutant cells at 38°C also displayed a higher frequency of abnormal microtubule morphologies than did cdcl7 strains, suggesting that cdcl 7 mecl cells fail to arrest under conditions where cdcl7 MEC^ cells do arrest (data not shown). However, the interpretation of the cdcl 7 mecl phenotypes is com plicated because of the ambiguous phenotypes of other cdci 7-checkpoint double mutants. For example, both cdcl 7 mec2 and cdcl 7 mec3 strains showed a mild cellcycle arrest defect at 38°C, yet the cell viability of both strains was comparable with that of the cdcl7 MEC^ strain. By other criteria (e.g., interaction with cdc8, re sponse to HU) mec2 mutants are S-phase arrest defec tive, whereas mecS mutants are not. The analysis of mec2 may also be complicated by its temperature sensi tivity for growth (in a CDC^ background; see Table 5 ). The basis for this variability of phenotypes in some of the cdcl /-checkpoint mutants at 38°C is unknown.
The third and most dramatic result that indicates an S-phase arrest defect in mecl and mec2 mutants was their response to incubation with HU. HU-treated mecl and mec2 mutant cells failed to cell-cycle arrest and died rapidly, whereas wild-type cells arrested and remained viable (Table 6 ; Fig. 2) . From their DNA and tubulin morphologies ( Fig. 2; (Table 5) . By the criteria of interaction with CDC genes, the role of the checkpoint genes ap pears restricted to the S and/or Gj phase of the cell cycle and to respond to incomplete DNA replication or DNA damage.
The analysis of cdc6-checkpoint mutants gave results that were less dramatic and more difficult to interpret. For example, from their nuclear morphology cdc6 mecl mutants appeared arrest-defective compared to the cdc6 strains (most double mutant cells did not arrest as largebudded cells with an undivided nucleus), however cell viabilities were similar in the two strains. Although the strongest interactions appeared between cdc6 and mec3, there may be some interaction with the other check point mutants as well (including rad9 and radl7, Weinert and Hartwell 1993) , because all double mutant combinations have a lower maximum permissive tem perature than the cdc6 strain. The interaction of CDC6 and checkpoint genes requires additional studies.
Discussion
Six checkpoint genes are required for arrest in the G2 phase after DNA damage
We have now identified and characterized mutants in six checkpoint genes, RAD9, RADl 7, RAD24, MECl, MEC2 {RAD53] , and MECS. All are essential for the DNA damaged-induced cell-cycle arrest in the G2 phase. This con clusion is based on several observations. First, all check point mutants were defective for cell-cycle arrest follow ing X-irradiation (Table 4) ; those tested also failed to cell-cycle arrest after UV-irradiation {rad9 and radl7; Weinert and Hartwell 1993) , and all of the mutants are also sensitive to DNA-damaging agents (X-ray, UV, and MMS). The sensitivity to DNA-damaging agents may be attributable solely to a failure to cell-cycle arrest, though we have not ruled out an additional direct role in DNA repair.
Second, all of the checkpoint genes show a striking interaction with a class of CDC genes that function in DNA replication. Each of the CDC genes in this class [CDC2, CDC9, CDC13, and CDC17) encode proteins in volved in DNA metabolism (see introductory section). Table 1 . Restrictive temperature (RT) for cdc mutations v^as 36°Q except as noted. ^Conclusions from these and previously published observations. ''Percentage of cells with a large bud and undivided nucleus, except cdc28 (unbudded) and cdclS (large budded with divided nucleus). ''Percentage of microcolonies that contain either two or four buds (microcolony assay), except for cdc28 (one or two buds). ^Mean value from three to six cultures; standard deviation shown. ^Maximum permissive temperature of colony formation.
and DNA replication in the corresponding temperaturesensitive mutants at the restrictive temperature is either incomplete or complete vy^ith errors (causing arrest in late S or Gj phase, respectively). Each of these four cdc DNA replication-defective mutants arrested in the G2 phase at the restrictive temperature, vy^hereas each of the corresponding cdc-checkpoint double mutants failed to arrest and died rapidly. Unrepaired DNA lesions in these cdc mutants at the restrictive temperature probably ac tivate the checkpoint, and cell death in the checkpoint mutants occurs either because of cell division w^ith dam- "Strains: MEC^, TWY397; mecM, TWY308;mec2-l, TWY312; mec3-l, TWY316; rad24-l, TWY399. ^Cells were incubated with 0.2 M hydroxyurea in liquid media at 30°C for 4 hr and analyzed for cell viability and morphology. Arrested cells are large budded and have an undivided nucleus. ''The spindle morphology observed specifically in large-budded cells is presented. Normal short spindles seen in HU-arrested wild-type cells were at the neck of the bud. Abnormal spindles were clearly neither short nor elongated, though details of their abnormality were not always easily identified (abnormalities are more easily seen in larger diploid cells; see Fig. 2 ). The microtubule phenotypes of unbudded cells were normal. Few large-budded cells with an elongated spindle and bipolar nu cleus were observed. aged chromosomes, defects in DNA repair, defects in gene product interactions, or a combination of these. We cannot determine the exact cause(s) of cell death in the cdc-checkpoint double mutants from these studies.
Our results suggest that any type of DNA lesion (gen erated by MMS-, UV-, or X-irradiation or by defects in DNA replication) causes an arrest that requires all six checkpoint genes. We have no evidence that some checkpoint genes are required for arrest due to specific types of DNA lesions, although if such mutants do exist, we. may not have detected them because our mutant iso lation strategies used only radiation-or cdclS-induced DNA lesions. Some alleles of mecl are more resistant to DNA-damaging agents than are other alleles (Table 1] , a result that could suggest lesion-specific detection by dif ferent alleles of MECl. Hov/ever, these different pheno types may simply reflect different quantitative levels of function and not qualitatively different functions. This question needs to be examined further. In sum, we favor the idea that all of these genes play a role in signal trans duction once some form of DNA damage has been gen erated.
MECl and MEC2 define distinct S-and Gs-phase pathways of the mitotic checkpoint
Mutants in the MECl and MEC2 genes were identified by their defects in the G2 pathway but, when analyzed, proved to be defective for an S-phase pathway as well. This conclusion is based on the following observations: mecl and mec2 mutants treated with HU failed to arrest and were inviablc; mecl and mec2 were synthetically lethal with cdcS; and cdclJ mecl failed to arrest and died more rapidly than cdcl 7 mutants at the high tem perature (38°C) at which cdcl? cells arrest in S phase. From the nuclear morphology of HU-treated cells, mecl and mec2 mutant cells with incompletely replicated DNA appeared to enter (and even complete) mitosis. Mi- tosis with unreplicated DNA has been observed in mammahan cells treated with both HU (to block DNA repli cation) and with caffeine (to override the checkpoint) (described as the MUG phenotype-mitosis with unrep licated genome; Brinkley et al. 1988.) . In addition, sev eral fission yeast genes function in an S-phase pathway analogous to that mediated by MECl and MEC2 (Enoch and Nurse 1990; Al-Khodairy and Carr 1992; Enoch et al. 1992; Jimenez et al. 1992; Rowley et al. 1992b ; for re view, see Murray 1993) . The RCCl gene in mammalian cells (Nishimoto et al. 1978) and in fission yeast (Matsumoto and Beach 1991) , and the bimE gene in filamen tous fimgi (Osmani et al. 1988; for review, see Dasso 1993.) are also essential for an S-phase pathway in those organisms. The existence of an S-phase pathway appears to be universal among eukaryotic cells.
The dependence of mitosis on DNA replication is enforced by an S-and a G2-phase pathway
The model in Figure 3 summarizes one view of the rela tionship between the six checkpoint genes and the cell cycle in budding yeast. [The EMS-induced checkpoint mutations are uncharacterized as to their molecular le sions, so except for the rad9 mutation, which is a null, these mutants may retain partial fimction. We believe that the general conclusions on phase specificity are cor rect because null mutants of radii, rad24, and mec3 have phenotypes similar to those of the mutants studied here (D. Lydall and T. Weinert, unpubl.) ]. We imagine that the checkpoint genes have some role(s) in the signal transduction process. It is unlikely that any of these genes represent the target of checkpoint control for the following reason: We anticipate that the target will be a gene(s) essential for mitosis, and a checkpoint-defective mutant allele in that gene might be dominant. This ex pectation derives from mutations in fission yeast in the CDC2 gene [cdc2-3w], which are dominant and have a checkpoint defect (Enoch and Nurse 1990 ). All of the checkpoint mutant alleles that we have characterized in budding yeast are recessive (Table 2 ; Hartwell 1988, 1993) .
Possible mechanistic relationships between S and G2 pathways
Why does the cell employ two DNA-sensitive mecha nisms to ensure chromosome integrity before mitosis? Conceptually, the two may play fundamentally different roles (Enoch and Nurse 1991; Li and Deschaies 1993; see Murray 1993) . We imagine the G2 pathway has a concep tually simpler function where DNA lesions trigger arrest in G2, and the pathway constitutes an extrinsic control to mitosis normally not essential for viability. The G2 pathway ensures that damage generated either spontane ously during replication or by specific environmental in sults is repaired before mitosis. This control is analogous to that of the DNA damage-sensitive recA-dependent re sponse in bacteria. The S-phase pathway may be more complex and may be intrinsic to DNA replication itself, perhaps by ensur ing that the time for DNA replication is sufficient. How does the cell sense incomplete DNA replication? The cell may detect some feature of a replication fork. Spe cific proteins may serve both in DNA replication and in cell-cycle control. In this regard, the role of CDC6 in cell
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homolog in fission yeast, cdclS'*', was reported to have a check point function, acting as a positive regulator of DNA replication and as a negative regulator of mitosis (Kelly et al. 1993) . In budding yeast genetic evidence also sug gests CDC6 may function both in the initiation of DNA replication (Hartwell 1976; Hogan and Koshland 1992) as well as an inhibitor of mitosis (Bueno and Russell 1992) . The mitotic arrest caused by overexpression of CDC6 does not require the RAD9 gene (Bueno and Russell 1992) . We have seen weak interactions between CDC6 and the checkpoint genes (Table 5) , and the meaning of these possible interactions remains to be established.
A model of the mitotic checkpoint must account for why MECl and MEC2 are required in both the S and G2 pathways, whereas the other four checkpoint genes func tion solely in the G2 pathway. We consider two possibil ities. First, the signal in the S and G2 phases may be processed by distinct pathways that subsequently con verge on the MECl /MEC2 function and then on the tar get. This model predicts the existence of genes that act in an as-yet-unidentified and distinct S-phase pathway (see Murray 1993) . In a second model, MEC1/MEC2 function during S phase, and their function in S phase is required for the subsequent function of the G2 pathway. This model posits that MECl and MEC2 act before the G2 pathway genes. If this model is correct, MEC1/MEC2 must have a constitutive role in the cell cycle because previous results showed that when cells in the Gj phase were irradiated, the G2 pathway was activated and cells arrested in G2 Hartwell 1988, 1993) . At present, we have no observations that distinguish be tween the two possibilities.
Compaiison of the mitotic checkpoints in fission and budding yeasts
The general organization of the checkpoint that orders DNA replication and mitosis appears similar in fission and budding yeast (for review, Li and Deschaies 1993; Murray 1993) . Both yeasts have genes that function spe cifically in the Gj pathway in response to DNA damage: Four genes in budding yeast (see Fig. 3 ) and at least two genes in fission yeast, chkl '^ (Walworth et al. 1993) and weel'*' (Rowley et al. 1992a ; but see Barbet and Carr 1993.) . Both yeasts have genes that function in both the S-and G2-phase pathways: MECl and MEC2 in budding yeast and at least 11 genes in fission yeast (see Murray 1993) . The genetic analyses in both yeasts appear incom plete so yet more checkpoint genes will likely be iden tified: Whether these genes from the two yeasts share sequence similarities and/or molecular ftmctions awaits their molecular analysis.
Target of the mitotic checkpoint
A possible target of checkpoint regulation is p34CDC2/cDC28 jj^yj.gg ^^^Q^ Support for this hypothesis comes from experiments in fission yeast showing that mutants in cdc2'^ and its regulators [cdc25 "^ and weel "^) have checkpoint defects. Another possible direct link be tween the checkpoint genes and cdc2^ in fission yeast was reported recently in the genetic suppression of a cdc2 mutation by the checkpoint gene chkl "^ (Walworth et al. 1993) . In budding yeast it is imclear what interac tion, if any, exists between checkpoint genes and CDC28, the cdc2'^ homolog. For example, the same cdc2 mutants that have a checkpoint defect in fission yeast have no detectable phenotype in budding yeast (Amon et al. 1992; Sorger and Murray 1992; for review, see Murray 1993; Weinert and Lydall 1993) . We have also not yet detected genetic interactions between CDC28 and the budding yeast checkpoint genes (see Table 4 ; D. Lydall and T.A. Weinert, impubl.) . The identity of the essential mitotic controls and how it is regulated by checkpoint genes remains a central unanswered ques tion.
Limitations of the checkpoint screen
The screen based on the cdcl3 arrest phenotype has lim itations indicating that additional checkpoint mutants might be identified using other criteria. The screen was apparently biased in identifying some but not all check point genes; we recovered multiple alleles of mecl, mec2, and rad9 but only a single allele of mec3 and no alleles of radii and rad24. Some checkpoint mutants may have been under-represented in our screen because they were not sufficiently lethal in combination with cdcl3. For example, cdcl3 rad24, cdcl3 mec3, as well as cdcl3 radii, retain greater viability after 4 hr at the re strictive temperature than do the other three cdcl3-checkpoint double mutants (Table 5 ; Weinert and Hart well 1993) . In addition, our screen may be limited to genes involved in recognizing a subset of possible DNA lesions (cdci 3-defective cells accumulate singlestranded DNA at the restrictive temperature). We note, however, that the lesions in cdcl 3-defective cells must eventually share a common feature with radiation-in duced lesions because all checkpoint mutants are radia tion sensitive as well. Additional searches for check point mutants might exploit the lethality of other cdc^ checkpoint double mutants at the restrictive temperature for the cdc mutation (Table 5) , or the obser vation that all six cdcl 3-checkpoint double mutants have a higher maximum permissive temperature than do cdcl3 single mutants.
The use of synthetic lethality to identify checkpoints and checkpoint genes
The checkpoint mutant isolation strategy used here re lied on the following simple hypothesis: A checkpoint detects cellular defects and arrests cell division to pro vide the cell time for repair. Cell lethality results in checkpoint-defective cells when cell division occurs without repair of damage. In this study we introduced DNA damage by using a temperature-sensitive mutation [cdcl3] and identified checkpoint mutants because they died rapidly and continued cell division despite the damage. A conceptually similar approach was used to isolate mutants in the S-phase pathway in fission yeast because they failed to arrest and died rapidly when treated with HU [hus mutants; Enoch et al. 1992) . Sim ilarly, mutants that identify a checkpoint responsive to microtubule function or assembly (MAD and BUB genes) were identified from their failure to arrest and their low viability when treated with the microtubule poison benomyl (Hoyt et al. 1992; Li and Murray 1992) . The checkpoint mutants identified here exhibited unselected phenotypes (e.g., radiation sensitivity) that provide fur ther evidence for their role in checkpoint function. Sim ilarly, the hus, mad, and bub mutants exhibit unselected phenotypes consistent with their roles in a checkpoint function (Hoyt et al. 1991; Li and Murray 1991; Enoch et al. 1992 ; also see Neff and Burke 1992) .
Materials and methods
Stiains and genetic methods
All strains are congenic with A364a, except as noted in Table 1 . The rad24-l mutation was introduced into A364a by backcrossing the original iad24-l mutation (from KSS255; Table 1 ) to an A364a parental strain six times. Yeast media and genetic meth ods were standard (Sherman et al. 1974) . Cell-cycle studies were done with cells grown to midlog stage {2x 10^ to 5x 10*^/ml) in complete medium, except where noted.
The screen for checkpoint mutants involved two steps. First we screened individual colonies for cell viability after incuba tion at the restrictive temperature (rapid death screen). Colonies were double replica plated (to reduce the number of cells trans ferred; see above) and subjected to a temperature upshift-down shift regime; 6 hr at 36''C, then 23°C ovemight, followed by the same regime the following day. This procedure effectively squares the difference in cell survival between rapidly dying strains and the cdcl3 control strains. After a subsequent 2-to 3-day incubation at 23°C, growth of each colony was compared with that of a cdcl3 strain, a cdcl3 rad9 strain, as well as with the mutant colony incubated only at 23°C. We showed that cdcl3 cells survive this temperature shift regime, whereas cdcl3 iad9 cells do not. Strains that died rapidly were retested for their rapid death phenotype, and candidates were then tested for their cell-cycle arrest phenotype. All strains with the rapid death phenotype were also screened qualitatively for X-ray sen sitivity, although this was not a necessary criterium for a check point mutant.
Strains that exhibited a rapid death phenotype were screened individually for microcolony formation at the restrictive tem perature. Cells from each strain were resuspended in liquid cul ture, grown for several generations at the permissive tempera ture, sonicated, plated on agar plates, and incubated at the re strictive temperature (36°C). After 8-16 hr, the morphology of microcolonies arising from single cells was examined micro scopically, and strains were characterized as arrested (forming microcolonies containing mostly two and four buds) or notarrested (forming microcolonies containing greater than four buds; see Fig. 1A ,B).
Radiation and drug sensitivities
X-irradiation of cells was performed by use of a Machlett OEG600 tube set at 50 kV, 20 mA, which delivered 106 rad/sec, and UV-irradiation was delivered by use of a Stratalinker 1800. Qualitative UV-and X-ray sensitivities were determined by ir radiating replicas of patches of cells two times, once at the time of replica plating and a second time 8-16 hr later. Dose of radi ation: X-rays, 8 krads; UV, 80 J/m^. Strain survival was deter mined after incubation for 2-3 days at 23°C.
For drug sensitivites, patches of cells were replica plated on medium containing 0.01% of MMS (Sigma M-4016) or 0.1 M HU (Sigma H-8627). To determine MMS sensitivity, patches of cells were replica plated and immediately replica plated a second time (double-replicas) to MMS-containing solid medium. This procedure effectively dilutes the number of cells transferred and improved the discrimination of MMS* and MMS' strains. We also monitored the ability of single cells to form visible colonies on solid medium containing either MMS or HU. The results from these qualitative tests of drug sensitivity varied with tem perature and cell ploidy; we found that the most reproducible results were obtained using haploid strains at 23°C or diploid strains at 30°C (in CDC^ strains).
Mutant isolation
A cdcl3 RAD strain (TWY146; MATa cdcl3 uia3 his? CANl) was mutagenized with EMS to ~50% viability, a dose that in creased the frequency of point mutations ~230-fold (the fre quency of canavanine resistance increased from 6x10"^ to 1.4x 10~^). Mutagenized cells were grown to single colonies on solid medium at 23°C, the permissive temperature for cdcl3. Each colony represented a potential independent mutant.
Genetic analysis of checkpoint mutants
The checkpoint mutants were crossed to MATa. cdcl3 and sporulated, and haploid segregants were tested for single gene segregation of mutant phenotypes. The cdcl3 arrest phenotype and the rapid death phenotypes cosegregated where tested. The cdcl3 arrest phenotype was used initially to follow all check point mutations in crosses and to test for complementation because some alleles were not sensitive to DNA-damaging agents (see Table 2 ). We isolated appropriate MATa cdcl3-checkpoint double mutants for complementation and allelism tests. Initial gene assignments were made from complementa tion tests and were verified by allelism tests; all mutants showed tight linkage to the prototype allele from its comple mentation group (though spore viability was low in some strains). The strongest mutant alleles were selected for further study [mecl-l, mec2-l, and mec3-l , as well as iad24-l; obtained from K. Sitney and B. Mortimer, University of California, Berke ley).
Cell-cycle aiiest after X-irradiation
Cells were grown in rich liquid medium to midlog phase, son icated, plated on solid medium, and treated with a low dose of X-rays (2 krad) that generates a few double-strand breaks per cell (see Weinert and Hartwell 1988) . After incubation of irradiated cells for 8-10 hr, cell-cycle arrest was determined from the mor phology of microcolonies and from the cell inviability (deter mined 24 hr after irradiation). The ratio of percent arrested cells (microcolonies with either a large-budded cell or with two ad jacent large-budded cells) divided by the percent of rnviable cells provides a metric of the efficiency of cell cycle arrest. For wildtype cells this metric approaches 1.0 because essentially all cells with unrepairable DNA breaks die and arrest in the G2 phase; haploid cells in the Gj or postanaphase stages when X-irradiated cannot repair the DNA double-strand breaks, arrest in the next G2 phase, and die as large-budded and two adjacent large-budded cells, respectively. Wild-type cells that can repair the doublestrand break (S-and Gj-phase cells) form large microcolonies that are not counted. In contrast, checkpoint mutant cells that die after X-irradiation do not usually arrest immediately, rather they continue to divide for a few generations. Therefore, in checkpoint mutants, the ratio of arrested to inviable cells is «1.0 and typically <0.3. Cell death of irradiated cells is likely attributable to unrepaired DNA damage though may not be due solely to the defect in cell-cycle arrest, as discussed in the text.
Cell-cycle response to HU
HU inhibits DNA replication by depleting cells of dNTP pre cursors, presumably by inhibiting ribonucleotide reductase, and causes wild-type cells to arrest cell division in S phase. Cells were grown to midlog in liquid medium and then incubated for 4 hr with 0.2 M HU. HU was removed by washing cells twice with water and plated to determine cell viability, or fixed with 70% ethanol for 1 hr and stained with 4,6-diamino-2-phenyl indole (DAPI) for analysis of cell and nuclear morphology. To determine microtubule morphology, cells were fixed with freshly prepared paraformaldehyde and stained with DAPI and anti-tubulin antibodies (Pringle et al. 1989) . For each strain, at least 100 cells was examined by fluorescence microscopy.
We found that with HU a first cycle arrest assay was not a particularly informative phenotype. HU-resistant cells plated on medium containing HU arrested in the first cycle (forming microcolonies of large-budded and two adjacent large-budded cells) and eventually recovered to resume cell division. HUsensitive cells (mecl and mec2] plated on medium containing HU also appeared to arrest in the first cycle as large-budded cells but never resumed cell division. Analysis of nuclear morphol ogy provides an explanation for why mecl and mec2 mutants fail to recover: HU-sensitive cells appear to attempt mitosis before completion of DNA replication, die, and therefore do not resume cell division like HU-resistant cells.
Analysis of cdc-checkpoint double mutants
cdc mutants that arrest in specific stages of the cell cycle were crossed to checkpoint mutants and cdc-checkpoint double mu tants were isolated (Table I ). The interactions of checkpoint and CDC genes were assessed by comparing four phenotypes of the cdc and respective cdc-checkpoint double mutants. After shift to the restrictive temperature for 4 hr, we determined the cell and nuclear morphology, cell viability, and whether cells ar rested in the first cell cycle. Cell and nuclear morphology was determined from cells fixed in 70% ethanol, stained with DAPI, and viewed by fluorescence and light microscopy. Cell viability was determined microscopically from colony formation 24 hr after plating. First cycle arrest was determined by plating cells on solid medium and scoring the percent of cells that arrest in the first cycle (as either large-budded or as two adjacent largebudded cells; see Fig. I ). For each phenotype, at least 100 cells or microcolonies were analyzed.
The fourth criterion is the ability of cells to form colonies when grown at intermediate temperatures (the maximum per missive temperature). This test measures the cumulative effect, over ~20 cell divisions, of a checkpoint defect in cells limited for a cdc fimction. The maximum permissive temperature is the temperature (23, 25, 28, 30, 32 or 36°C) at which cells form macroscopically visible colonies similar to those formed at 23°C after 2-4 days of incubation.
Genetic mapping
In crosses to generate cdc28 mecl double mutants we noted their genetic linkage. MEC2 (on CHRXV) and MEC3 (on CHRIV) were each mapped physically by use of DNA fragments from the cloned genes as probes of a Southern transfer of chromosomes separated by pulse-field gel electrophoresis (S. Kim and T. Weinert, unpubl.) . We have not yet determined the map posi tion of mec3 on CHRIV; preliminary data indicate that rnec3 is not tightly linked to cdc2, cdcl3, tipl, cdc34, iad9, aro8, or sac2 (T. Weinert et al., unpubl.) . Hybridization of a M£C3-containing DNA probe to collections of phage and cosmid recom binant clones, provided by M. Olson, has proven inconclusive thus far in physical mapping (T. Weinert et al., unpubl.) .
